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Welcome to the Winter 2018 edition of CATALONIA, a quarterly publication by AICS (American Institute of Catalan Studies) which is based in the large metropolis, Houston, Texas. This is the 14th, newly revised edition, which is currently distributed over multiple English speaking countries and throughout the European continent and consists of the following principal collaborators:

Hellena Cardús, AICS President, Publisher/ Editor CATALONIA
Mayte Duarte, AICS Vice-President, Senior Staff Writer CATALONIA
Miquel Giménez, Senior Writer, CATALONIA
Fernando Gómez, Senior Writer, CATALONIA
Goncal Mayos, Senior Writer, CATALONIA
David Murgadas, Senior Writer, CATALONIA
Judith Sherwood, Principal Designer / Technical Consultant

Catalan communities around the world need your support to maintain the cultural institutions, which have been and continue to be the principal vehicles of dissemination of Catalonia’s rich cultural legacy.

AICS (American Institute for Catalan Studies) founded in Houston, Texas in 1979, has a rich history of publishing and distributing a variety of publications ranging from quarterly bulletins, magazines, classic translations, translations of music and more.

AICS has also organized a multitude of cultural events state-wide, including musical concerts, art and culinary tours and Book & Rose fairs.

AICS has obtained U.S. nation-wide recognition for CATALONIA by obtaining declarations proclaiming the Diada Catalana in September as Catalonia’s Nation Day.

AICS will continue its publication of CATALONIA magazine, in spite of the difficult times that the Catalan Cultural organizations struggle with due to the current lack of grants forthcoming from Catalan institutions.

We are excited to bring forth a newly, revised magazine with a staff of award winning writers and collaborators and will feature interesting new sections, including:

Landmarks; Lifestyle; Gastronomy; Art; Music; Literature; History; Travel; Science; Sports; and Women.

Please continue to support us by becoming a member of AICS and subscribing to CATALONIA Magazine or sponsoring our magazine and other cultural events. Donations are always appreciated.

For additional information, please contact Hellena Cardus; AICS President and CATALONIA Publisher at: hellenacardus02@gmail.com

Support Catalonia’s Culture, its History and its Future! Visca Catalunya!!
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